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The research in this paper is motivated by the open question: “Is the complexity of a finite 
semigroup S decidable?” Following the lead of the Presentation Lemma (Rhodes), we describe 
the finest cover on S that can be computed using an aperiodic semigroup and give an explicit rela- 
tion. The central idea of the proof is that an aperiodic computation can be described by a new 
‘blow-up operator’ HW. The proof also relies on the Rhodes expansion of S and on Zeiger 
coding. 
Guide to the paper 
Chapter 1. Elementary definitions and notation should be omitted on first reading 
and used as a reference as needed. 
Chapter 2. The Pl-functor defines pointlike sets in a general setting and shows by 
an abstract compactness argument that Pi(S) can be computed by an aperiodic 
semigroup. 
Chapter 3. Definition of C”(S) and W” defines C”(S), a collection of pointlike 
sets, in a constructive manner. H” is the ‘blow-up-operator’ that we will use in 
Chapter 5 to show C”(S) = PI(S). It has some examples in the end. 
Chapter 4. The Rhodes-expansion defines the tools needed in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 5. C”(S)=Pl(S) shows the main result by actually constructing a rela- 
tion SA CP(S) computing C”(S) with CP(S) aperiodic. It uses HO, generalized 
to @” on C?“(S) ‘to get rid of groups by blowing up’. 
1. Elementary definitions and notation 
In the following we list definitions and results used throughout Chapters 1-5. 
Most of this material is standard and is included for the convenience of the reader; 
for a more thorough treatment and additional background see [4], and especially 
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for relations, Tilson [S]. We assume the reader is familiar with basic semigroup 
theory. 
All semigroups considered are finite, unless otherwise stated. 
Definition 1.1. A semigroup is a finite set S with an associative multiplication. 
Definition 1.2. Sx T denotes the Cartesian product of S and T. SC T means S is a 
subsemigroup of T (i.e., a subset closed under multiplication). SII T, x T,, or ‘S 
is a subdirect product of T, and T2’, means SI T, x T2 and the projection maps 
and p2: 
Tl x T2 -+ T2 
ct17 t2) * t2 
project S fully onto T, and T2 :p,(S) = Tl, p2(S) = T2. If S L T, then (S) is the semi- 
group generated by S in T. 
Definition 1.3. R is a relation between S and T, or R : S - T or S L!- T if and only 
ifRlz%SxT. 
(Note: We always assume R to be onto. In the literature this is usually not re- 
quired. If R has only pl(R) = S, we write S ‘G-& T. We will not consider ‘partial’ 
relations, where p,(R) 5 S.) 
Definition 1.4. If R is a function (i.e., R(s)= {t} is one point), it is called a 
surrnorphism (or epirnorphisrn). 
Note. We usualIy call R also a homomorphism, although in the Iiterature ‘homo- 
morphism’ does not always mean R is onto (i.e., p2(R) = T). 
Note. We usually denote homomorphisms with small Greek letters, like 0 : S + T. 
Note. Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 are ‘elegant’ definitions. In more concrete terms, R 
is a relation if and only if R(s,) . R(s2) c R(sIs2) for all s1,s2 E S. @ is a homomor- 
phism if and only if @(st) . @(s2) = qb(sI.s2) for all s1,s2 E S. Yet another form is R is 
a relation if and only if s,Rtl, s2Rt2 implies sts2Rtlt2. 
Fact 1.5. R is a relation if an,d only if R - ’ is a relation, where XR _ ‘y if and only 
if yRx. So S L!- T and TX S. 
Often relations arise as a ‘lift and push diagram’ of homomorphisms: 
e 
R-T 
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commutes, with v(r)= {(~,t) 1 @(Y)=s, d(r)= t} and p,-1p2=@~10~~S~ T. 
Notation 1.6. Let 
if S is not a monoid (1 = identity of S), 
if S is a monoid; 
if S does not have a zero 0, 
if S has a zero. 
IAl denotes the cardinality of A; 
C S denotes the free semigroup on letters SE S, i.e., all strings (sl, . . . ,s,~) with 
si E S and concatenation as multiplication. 
We write: 
s,zs, if and only if S’s, = S1s2, 
s, E’s2 if and only if s,S’=s2S’, 
s,.%%, if and only if s,~s, and s,.%?s2, 
s&s2 if and only if S’srS’ =S1s2S1, 
and 
.s, 5VJs2 if and only if S’s, c S1s2, 
s,I,~s~ if and only if s,S’ cs2S1, 
sr qs2 if and only if S’s,S’ c S’szS’, 
s15.r/’ s2 if and only if s, sv s2 and s1 I,& s2. 
If f : X+ Y is a function, we usually write f(x) for the value off at x EX. FR(X) 
denotes the semigroup of all functions f: X+X with multiplication [fog](~)= 
M(x)). 
Because of the apparent reversal of symbols, often it is more natural to write the 
functions on the right, i.e. xf and x(fog)=(xf)g. We will also use this notation if 
the context makes it clear. 
If s= (a, g, b) E$ with respect to a fixed Rees-matrix coordinazation 8’~ 
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&‘(A, B, G, C) (see Definition 1.7), we write 
g(s) = g(q g, b) = g is the group-coordinate of s, 
b(s) = b(a, g, b) = b is the B-coordinate of s. 
We say S is aperiodic if and only if maximal subgroups of S are one point. 
An important way to construct semigroups is via a ‘Rees-matrix construction’: 
Definition 1.7. Let S be a semigroup with zero 0, A, B finite sets, C a B x A-matrix 
with entries in S. Then 
A”(A,B,S,C):={(a,s,b)Ia~A, bEB, SES} 
with multiplication given by 
(a,~, b)* (a’, s’, b’) := (a,sC(b, a’)s’, b’), 
and all elements (a, 0,b) identified as zero. 
Note 1.8. Another way to construct semigroups is to ‘add a group of units G’, i.e., 
given S, form SUG, G a group acting as permutations on the left and right of S, 
and I E G the identity of S. 
Rhodes [l] has shown that every semigroup can be constructed alternating the 
‘Rees-matrix construction’ and ‘adding a group of units’ (up to a very nice division). 
Theg-class structure after two iterations (i.e., for 3-&J-class semigroups) is worked 
out in Austin and Rhodes (unpublished). We use this method to construct Example 
3 in Chapter 2. 
Note 1.9. It is well known that everyg-class of S can be described in this way, with 
S = Go, G = Schtitzenberger-group. C is called the structure-matrix, &= the set of 
B-classes, 93 = the set of 9-classes (see [4]). 
Definition 1.10. A$-class of S is called ‘H-trivial’ if and only if the Schtitzenberger- 
group of J? is trivial, i.e., one point. 
Note 1.11 (Schiitzenberger-groups). Let H be an H-class of S. The Schiitzenberger- 
group G of His (SE S ) H. s= H}, i.e., all permutations of H, made faithful on H. 
(It is therefore not necessarily itself a subgroup of S.) 
We have a homomorphism of the right idealizer of H onto the Schiitzenberger- 
group. Let G’ be any subgroup of the right idealizer mapping onto G. Since G is 
transitive, h. G’= h* G = H for any h E H, Now G’ is a subgroup of S, and in the 
future we will call G’, abusing notation, also ‘the Schtitzenberger group’. Really all 
we are interested in is 
Fact 1.12. If H is an H-class of S, then there exist groups G’, G” of S such that 
H=h.G=G’h for any heH. 
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The powerset-functor and the union-map 
Definition 1.13. Let P(S) := {A IA c S), the set of all subsets of S. P(S) carries a 
natural multiplication, induced by multiplication in S, via 
A.B={a.blaEA, bEB} (A,BEP(S)). 
Definition 1.14. Given a homomorphism @ : S + T, define a map P(G) : P(S) --H P(T) 
by 
[P(@)l(A) := {@(a)laEAI. 
P(Q) is a homomorphism, so P is a functor LE!J -+ YF? (9% = category of finite 
semigroups). 
Fact 1.15. SIP(S) via the embedding S (% P(S), i(s) = {s} (singleton-set, containing 
s as only element). Abusing notation, we often write s for {s}. 
Fact 1.16. SIT implies P(S)<P(T). 
Definition 1.17. Define P’(S) := S, Pn+‘(S) :=P(P”(S)), nr0. 
Fact 1.18. P”(S)IP”“(S), nz0. 
Definition 1.19. An important homomorphism is given by the familiar (set-theoretic) 
union-map U : P2(S) -P(S), namely if A eP2(S), A = {A,, . . . . A,} with A;L S, 
then IJ A=A,U .e+ UA, EP(S). This map is easily seen to be a homomorphism. 
Note. Thus U : Pn+’ (S) + P”(S), n I 1 is defined, but not P(S) --H S. 
Fact 1.20. U is a retract, i.e., P(S) I P2(S), P(S) (as considered 5 P2(S)) maps 
onto P(S), and IJ is the inverse of the embedding A G i(A) = (A}, i.e., U {A} = A. 
Definition 1.21. P(S) carries a natural partial order, namely A c B (set-theoretic in- 
clusion). 
Fact 1.22. If A L B and CE P(S), then CA c CB and AC c BC. 
Fact 1.23. If A c B, A, B E P*(S), then IJ A L U B. 
Note 1.24. If it is clear from the context, we write s for (s) and (Is>}, etc. For 
example, if A= {A,, . . . . A, } eP2(S), then U s. A =s. U A, which really means 
u [{{s}} . A] = {s} . U A (since U {{s}} = (s}). 
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Definition 1.25. Let A E P2(S). Define sub(A) = {A, E P(S) ) A0 c A, for some 
A, EA and AO$O}, i.e. sub(A)=A and all subsets of members of A (excluding the 
empty set). 
Relations and covers 
Definition 1.26. A cover on a set X is a set DE P2(X) such that U D =X and 0 $D 
(0 = the empty set). 
Note. Given a cover D, sub(D) is also a cover. In applications one usually studies 
sub(D). 
Definition 1.27. A cover D is called ‘full’ if and only if sub(D) =D. 
Definition 1.28. We can put a partial ordering on covers by C, 5 C, if and only if 
for every XE C, there exists a YE C, such that Xc Y. 
Note. C,, C2 E P2(S) = P(P(S)) are naturally partially ordered by inclusion: Cr C C, 
if and only if XE C, implies XE C2. 
Fact 1.29. C1 c C, implies C, I C2 and if C2 is full, Cl 5 C, is equivalent o Cl C C2. 
In fact, C, 5 C2 could be defined as C, 5 C2 if and only if C, L sub(C,). 
Fact 1.30. Both partial orders have a G.L.B., namely 
C,AC~:=(X/X=X,~X, withX,ECl,X2EC2andX+0) 
for I and 
C,nc2={X~XEC, and XeC2 and X+0} 
for 2. 
Fact 1.31. If C,, C2 are full, C, A C2 = C, fI C2. 
Definition 1.32. A cover D on a semigroup is called weakly preserved (preserved) if 
and only if for every X E D, s E S, X. s E sub(D) (for every X, YE D, X. YE sub(D)). 
Fact 1.33. If D is full, D is; preserved if and only if D 5 P(S). 
Definition 1.34. A cover-semigroup on S is a cover D on S with 
(i) D is full; 
(ii) D is preserved, i.e., D<P(S). 
Definition 1.35. Given a cover D on S, one may always construct the cover semi- 
group D := sub(D). 
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Fact 1.36. sub(D) = sub(sub(D)). 
Definition 1.37. Given a relation S -!? T, define the cover C(R) := {R- ‘(t) ( t E T}. 
C(R) is preserved, hence sub(C(R)) is a cover-semigroup, denoted by B(R). In the 
sequel we will usually deal with F?(R). 
Definition 1.38. We say “T computes the cover semigroup D on S (via R)” if and 
only if g(R) =D. 
Definition 1.39. We say “D is computable by an aperiodic semigroup” if and only 
if there exists a relation SL C with C aperiodic such that C computes D (via R). 
In the following, we wish to determine the finest cover-semigroup D on a given 
set S, such that D is computable aperiodically. We will give an effective procedure 
to determine D (= P(S)) and a specific relation SL C such that g(R)=D 
(C= CP(S) is aperiodic). 
Definition 1.40. Given two relations R, : S-D, and RZ: S- D, (i.e., R,s<SxD, 
and R, 5 IS x Dz), we can form R, x R, 5 (S x Dl) x (S x D2) and ‘take the diagonal’, 
i.e., define d(R,, R2) := {(s,xl,xJ IsR,x, and sRZxZ}. Letting A(D,, D2) := 
((x,,x,)lxj~Di and R;‘(x,)nR;‘(xz)#O}, we see A(R,,R2)~~SxA(D,,Dz), or 
A(R,, R2) is a relation S-A(D1, D,). 
Definition 1.41. Extend Definition 1.40 by A(R,, RI, R,) :=A(A(R,, R2), Rx) and so 
on. 
Fact 1.42. The cover defined by A(R,, R,) is C(R,)I\C(R,). 
Fact 1.43. g(A(Rl, Rz)) = g(Rl)n g(R,) and g(Ri) G g(A(R,,R,)) follows from 
Facts 1.31 and 1.42. 
2. The PI-functor 
Notation 2.1. Let S be a semigroup, K a collection of relations SK D(R), and let 
D(K) := (D(R)) R E K} be the set of ranges of the relations R E K. 
Definition 2.2. XC S is pointlike with respect to K if and only if for each R E K there 
exists a cOe D(R) such that A C_ R-‘(co), or in short notation (see Chapter I), 
XE Q(R). 
Notation 2.3. Let PI,(S) := {Xc S /X is pointlike with respect to K}. 
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Fact 2.4. Pi,(S) = nREK g(R). 
(Notice that this intersection is in fact finite, for there are only finitely many 
cover-semigroups on S.) 
Proof. XePIK(S) if and only if XE g(R) for every R EK, if and only if XE 
n REKfW. 0 
From now on, let K be countable. (This is always guaranteed, if we restrict atten- 
tion to finite semigroups.) 
Fact 2.5. PI,(S) is computed by A(R,, . . . , RN) for a finite number N of relations 
R;EK. 
Proof. PI,(S) = nREK @Z(R). Enumerate R E K as K= {Ri}iFN. Then 
(*) g(R,) 2 EY(R,)n g(R,) 2 --. 2 n %(I?;) 2 . . . 
15icn 
and n,,i,,?Z(Rj) is computed by A(R,, . . ..R.). Now some cover C=n,_,~(R;) 
occurs infinitely often in (*>, so nREK g(R) = n, ~ J(R;) for some N. 0 
Fact 2.6. Assume that K is closed under A (i.e., R,,R, E K =) A(R,,R,) E K). Then 
PI,(S) = E’(R) for some R E K. 
Proof. Follows from Fact 2.5. Cl 
In the following, we will place some more restrictions on K. 
Definition 2.7. Let 9l be any collection of (finite) semigroups closed under 5 5 (i.e., 
if D1, D2 E g, Xi I D1 x D2, then XE &B ). Then let K(5B ) be the set of all relations 
SL C with CE 9. Obviously, K(g) is closed under A. 
Definition 2.8. Let g := the set of all aperiodic semigroups. We write PI(S) for 
Pi,(c)(S) in the following, and Fact 2.6 reads now (with K= K( g)): 
Fact 2.9. Pi(S) = g(R) for some S L C with C an aperiodic semigroup, or Pi(S) 
is computable by an aperiodic semigroup. 
Note. Fact 2.5 does not assure computability of Pi(S). Even though the intersection 
nnfKCri g(R) is finite, we do not know when to stop forming C(R,)z ... 2 
n, <;_ C(R;) 2 ... . On the other hand, Fact 2.5 gives a proof-scheme for proving 
that a certain cover-semigroup C equals PI(S): 
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Proof-scheme 2.10. Let D be a cover-semigroup on S. Then D = PI(S), if D satisfies 
(i) The elements of D are pointlike, i.e., DIPI( 
(ii) D can be computed combinatorially, i.e., D= g(R) with SA C and C 
combinatorial. 
Proof. (i) assures DlPl(S). 
(ii) shows PI(S) i D (since PI(S) = nRE K(I) g(R), and D occurs in the inter- 
section). 
Together (i) and (ii) show D = Pi(S). q 
Note. We will define D := Cw(S) in Chapter 3, and Chapter 5 will construct 
SK CP(S) with Q(R) = C”(S) and CP(S) aperiodic. 
We will postpone exploration of the functorial and other properties until later [2], 
so that we may then use PI(S) = C?(S) to facilitate some proofs. However, most 
‘general’ properties of PI(S) are independent of that fact and could be proved 
earlier, just using the ‘universal’ definition of Pi(S) as Pi,(q). 
Excursion: transformation-semigroups 
Definition 2.11. A finite transformation-semigroup (TSG) is a pair (X, S) with X a 
finite, non-empty set and S 5 FR (X) a subsemigroup of the semigroup FR (X) of all 
functions on X, written on the right. 
Note. In the literature sometimes a more general approach is taken, allowing S to 
be not faithful on X. However, this definition is general enough for our purpose. 
All the notions defined in Chapter 1 can be generalized to TSG in the obvious 
way, for example 
Definition 2.12. A relation of TSG’s (X, S) !!- (Z, T) is a pair of relations XL Z, 
S* T such that 
(i) S* T is an SG-relation; 
(ii) (xR,). (s,R,) c (x* .s,)R, for all XE X, sl ES (compatibility). 
Definition 2.13. The relation R = (R,, R,) defines a cover semigroup Q(R) := g(R,) 
on S as in Chapter 1. In addition, we get a ‘cover on the letters’, defined as 
CX(R):=sub({R,‘(z)/z~Z}). 
Fact 2.14. Let S A T be a relation. Extend R to S’, T’ by 1 R 1 (this is again a rela- 
tion). Then (S’,S)m (T’, T) is a TSG-relation. 
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Definition 2.15. Let R be a collection of TSG-relations (X, S) A (Y, T), R = 
(R,, R2). Then let 
P1,:={SOcSISO~59(R) for all RER}, 
Pl$:={XOcX/XO~ g”(R) for all RER}. 
With these definitions, all the facts of Chapter 2 extend to TSG. We list (without 
proof): 
Fact 2.16. 
PI,&X,S) = n g(R), Pl;(x,S)= n @(R). 
RER RER 
Fact 2.17. R countable, Pl,&X, S) = Ql(R,, ,.. , RN)), Pl$(X, S) = ~%l(R,, . . . , RN)) 
for a finite number N of relations Ri E K. 
Fact 2.18. Zf R is closed under A, then P&&X, S) = g(R) and Pl#(X, S) = gx(R) 
for some R ER. 
Definition 2.19. Let a be any collection of TSG’s closed under 15. Let R(@) be 
the set of all relations (X, S) A!!-_ (Y, C) with (Y, C) ED. 
Proof-scheme 2.20. Let (X, S) be a TSG. Let D be a cover on X. Then D= 
Plx(X, S), if D satisfies 
(i) The elements of D are pointlike, i.e., D c Plx(X, S); 
(ii) D can be computed by an aperiodic semigroup, i.e., D= gx(R) with 
(X, S) K (Z, C) and C aperiodic. 
Now the following connection exists between PER and Pl,: 
Definition 2.21. Let Z? be a collection of TSG relations (X, S) (R,, (Y, T), K be a 
collection of SG relations S L S’. R and K are connected if and only if 
(i) For every R = (R,, R2) E R, R, E K; 
(ii) For every R EK, there exists I? such that R =(R1, R) and REP? (in most 
applications i? = (R, R) : (S’, S) - (T’, T) will do). 
Fact 2.22. Zf K and x are connected, then PI,(S) = Pl~(x, S). 
Proof. 
PI,(S) = n g(R) 2 Rfjj B(R) by (ii). 
REK 
PIK(X,S)=~$ g(R)= fl _ B(Rz)> fl 6(R) by(i). q 
(RI,Rz)EK ReK 
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Fact 2.23. Let S be a monoid, K be a collection of relations on S closed under 51, 
andR={R/(X,S) R=(R’pRz) (Y,T) and R2 E K) (i.e., all extensions of R E K to a 
TSG relation R). Then Pli(X,S)=X. Pi,(S) where X- PIK(S) is short for 
(x0.A (x+X, A EPlK(S)}. 
Proof. Since K and Rare connected (Fact 2.14), pl~(X, S) = PI,(S). So X. PI,(S) = 
X. PlR(X, S) c P$(X, S). 
For the converse let R be the relation computing Pi,(S) (which exists by Fact 
2.18), SL T and g(R) = PI,(S). We will construct (X, S) -!? (Z, T), R = (R,, R) 
with gx(R) =X. PI,(S), proving Pli(X, S) c X. PI&S). 
So let Z :=Xx T, and let Tact on Z by (x, t)* t’= (x, tt’). Define X%Xx T by 
R,(x,) = {(x, t) Ix0 EX. R- l(t)}. (Here we use the assumption that S is a monoid. It 
guarantees R,(xe)#PI, since xo~xo. R-‘(R(l)).) 
Then Ii is a TSG-relation, and ii, ‘(x, t) =x. Rp ‘(t), so %x(R) =X. PI,(S) by 
Proof-scheme 2.20. 0 
Definition 2.24. Define PIx(X, S) = Pl,$(X, S) and Pl(X, S) = PIK(X, S) with i?= all 
TSG-relations (X, S) -K (Y, T) with T aperiodic. 
Corollary 2.25. Let S be a monoid. Then PI,(X, S) =X+ PI(S). 
Proof. Definition 2.19 for K=K( g) (all relations with aperiodic SG) and R=all 
relations (X, S) A- (Y, T) with T aperiodic. 0 
Note. Corollary 2.25 is the motivation for restricting the study to semigroups and 
the Pl-functor. 
The proof schemes 2.10 and 2.20 are due to Rhodes (unpublished). 
3. Definition of C”(S) and H” 
In this chapter we define the crucial ‘blow-up-operator Hw’ and C?“(S), the 
semigroup of ‘constructible’ pointlike sets of S. Three instructive examples are given 
at the end of the chapter. 
Definition 3.1. Define a map H: Se P(S) by H(s) := {t ) Ms} = the &?-class 
of s E S. If clarity requires, we write H’(s) to indicate that the .%-classes are being 
taken with respect to S. 
Note. H is just a map, not a homomorphism. 
Fact 3.2. Zf SI T, then H’(s) c Hr(s). 
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Definition 3.3. Given TIP(S), define the important map AT=~To/J. Since 
Tc P(S), HT(T) c P2(S), so HTou(T) c P(S). A’: Te P(S) is called ‘H- 
amalgamation’. It takes A E T (i.e., A C_ S), forms the Ye-class of A (with respect 
to T) H(A)= {A,AI, . . . . A, lAjX2} and unions AT(A)=AUA,U~~-UA,. Hence 
Definition 3.4. Let Y(S) :=unique smallest semigroup T such that 
(i) Ss Ts P(S); 
(ii) T is closed under subsets (i.e., sub(T) = T); 
(iii) T is closed under H-amalgamation (with respect to T) (i.e., if PE: T, then 
AT(P) E T). 
Note. C”‘(S) is well defined, since P(S) satisfies (i)-(iii), and if the S; (FEZ) satisfy 
(i)-(iii), then nielSi satisfies (i)-(iii). 
Fact 3.5. (iii) in Definition 3.4 may be replaced by 
(iii)’ For every PE GI T, G a subgroup of T, AT(P) E T. 
Proof. (iii) implies (iii)‘. Conversely, if T satisfies (i), (ii), (iii)‘, and PE T, then 
H(P) = P. G (G = Schtitzenberger-group), so IJ H(P) = IJ (P- G) = Pa U GE T by 
(iii)‘. 0 
An inductive definition of C”‘(S) can be given as follows: 
Definition 3.6. Co(S) := S, C”(S) := sub(({@“- ‘(X) ( XE C*-‘> UC”-‘)) (where 
(A) denotes the semigroup generated by A), i.e., C”(S) = the semigroup generated 
by C”-’ and all its %-amalgams, closed under subsets. Then Sr C’(S)< C’+’ 5 
P(S), so there exists an N such that CN(S) = CN+ l(S). Then C”(S) = CN(S). This 
shows 
Fact 3.1. C”(S) can be effectively determined (is computable). 
Proof. The iteration of Definition 3.6 has to stop in less than 2isl steps. (That the 
iteration may take more than 1 step is shown in Example 3.) U 
Fact 3.8. C”(S) 5 PI(S). 
Proof. Look at the relation R : S--H C with g(R) = Pi(S), which exists by Fact 2.9. 
R extends in the obvious way to E : Pi(S) ~C(withii(A)={co~C~AC_R~l(~O)}). 
Let A E Pi(S), A E G<Pl(S), G a subgroup of Pi(S). So in 
P2 
R-C 
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we can lift GI PI(S) to GIR (such that p,(G) = G). p2(G)< C is a subgroup, 
hence p2(G) =co for some C,EC, and GLR-*(co). Since R-‘(co)= 
{XEPl(S)IX~R-‘(c,)}, IJ G c U R- ‘(co) c R-‘(Q), hence GE PI(S). This shows 
PI(S) satisfies (iii)‘. It also satisfies (i), (ii) in Definition 3.4, hence Cw(S)sP1(S). 
0 
Note. The converse of Fact 3.8, namely PI(S)< C”(S), is the subject of Chapter 5. 
The R-operator (H-amalgamation) 
Notation 3.9. From now on, we will work in Y(S) sP(S); all X-classes are taken 
with respect to C?(S), so we write H,I? sortly for Hcwcs~,~cWcs~. A, B, C, . . . 
denote elements of C?‘(S). 
Fact 3.10 (Properties of the R-operator). (i) R(A) 2 A; equality holds if and only 
if the g-class of A is H-trivial. 
(ii) (A is local). There exist idempotents e(A), e’(A) such that R(A) = A . e(A) = 
e’(A). A. Moreover, e(A) = A(G) with G = right Schiitzenberger group of A, 
e’(A) =A(G’) with G’= left Schiitzenberger group of A and if 1 E G, 1 ‘E G’ are the 
identities of G,G’, then A. l=A, l’.A=A. 
(iii) A(A) z.* A; A(A) = A if and only if the g-class of A is H-trivial. (So if the 
g-class of A is not H-trivial, H(A) 5 A in the LZ- and LR-order. This fact, together 
with (i), is of crucial importance in this paper). 
(iv)Zf AL?B via X.A=B, Y.B=A, th en R(A)LFR(B), via X. A(A) = I?(B), 
Y. fri(B) = R(A). Similar results are true for a- and J?-equivalence. 
(v) AZ@B implies R(A) = A(B). 
(vi) Ax = A ‘x implies Al?(x) = A ‘Z?(x). 
(vii) AxLPA ‘x implies AA(x)LZA ‘R(x), xA%xA implies R(x)ABR(x)A ‘. 
Negative results: 
(viii) (v) has no converse: Z?(A) = A(B), even though A is not H-equivalent to B. 
Even adding AgB to the assumption does not help. See Example 1. 
(ix) H:$ir a$2 need not be onto gl, see Example 2. 
(x) I?(A) is not necessarily H-trivial, and A2 #R. (This leads to the definition 
of H”.) See Example 1. 
(xi) A L B does not imply A(A) c I?(B), see Example 1. 
(xii) A sy B does not imply A(A) Z& I?(B), see Example 1. 
Proof. (i) R(A) 2 A follows directly from the definition. Let A(A) =A; AlHA; 
A, #A; let G=right Schtitzenberger group of H(A). With no loss of generality 
assume A,=A.g, A=A.e, gEG, g#e, e=identity of G. Then A,UA=A, so 
A, LA; but A,+A, so A,=A.g$A.e=A. Multiplying by g-‘EC (which is l-l 
on H(A)) A 5 Ag. Contradiction. 
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(ii) Since H(A) can be written as Aa G or G’. A with G, G’S Cw(S) subgroups, 
R(A)=UH(A)=U(A~G)=A.UG and R(A)=U(G~.A)=/JG~.A. SO let 
e(A) = IJ G, e’(A) = U G’. IJ G is an idempotent, since IJ G. U G = U (G . G) = 
u G. Also U GE C”(S), since IJ G = U H(go), go E G. 
(iii) The first part of (iii) follows from (ii). If H(A) = {A), then A(A) = U {A} =A 
trivially. Let jH(A)J 2 2. By (ii), A(A)<A in 9 and EE. The following argument is 
of critical importance in this paper: 
Let H(A) =A. G. If A(A) =A. IJ G was B-equivalent to A, then the map 
given by multiplying with U G on the right would be l-l on H(A). But 
A.g.UG=A.Ug.G=A.UG for all gEG, so UC is not l-l on H(A) if 
/G( 22. 
The dual argument shows A(A) <A in EE. 
(iv) The maps Xo - and Yo - are l-l on H(A) and H(B), so X. H(A) =H(B), 
Y. H(B) = H(A). Hence X. R(A) =X. U H(A) = u H(B) = R(B) and so on. 
(v) Clear. 
(vi) AR(X) = A. X. e(X) =A ‘Xc(X) =A ‘R(X). 
(vii) AR(X) =AXe(X)LTA’Xe(X) =A’R(X), dually for 59. 0 
Fact 3.lO(viii) suggests the following definition: 
Definition 3.11. HW(A) :=A”(A) .with n large enough so that fln+‘(A)=A”(A). 
This defines a map HW : C”(S) w C”(S). 
Fact 3.12. HW has the following properties: 
(i) HW(A) 2 A, HW(A) =A if and on/y if the g-class of A is H-trivial. 
(ii) (HW is local). A E P(S), then there exist idempotents Ei (i= 1, . . . , n with 
n~2~S~)suchthatHW(A)=A~E,~...~E,.SimilarlyHW(A)=F,~...~F,A(F~=Fj). 
Moreover, E,= U Gi for some group Gin C”(S), and with ~G,E G; the identity 
(AE, . . . . *Ei_l)* lG,=AEI “‘Ei-1 and (AEI . ..Ei_l)cAE. *.*Ei. 
(iii) HW(A)+A; H“‘(A) =A if and only if the&T-class of A is Z-trivial. (So if 
the &?-class of A is not H-trivial, HW(A) <~,A is strict.) 
(iv) 1f ALZB via X. A = B, Y. B=A, then HW(A)LZHu(B) via X. HW(A)= 
HW(B), Y. Ha(B) = HW(A). Similar results are true for 8 and $-equivalences. 
(v) AY8B implies HW(A) = HW(B). 
(vi) HW(A) is H-trivial. 
(vii) (H”)*(A) = H”(A). 
Negative results: 
Same as for E-i (Fact 3.10), except now we have (H”)2=Hw. 
Proof. (i)-(v) follow by iteration from Fact 3.10. (vii) is a consequence of (vi). 
(vi) Assume NW(A) not H-trivial; then by (iii) HW(HW(A))<HW(A), a contra- 
diction to the definition of H”. 0 
The same examples as for R apply to HO to show negative results. 
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Example 1. Let G be a group. Then PI(G) = P(G). We will investigate the structure 
of P(G) somewhat, to get interesting examples for the behavior of A and HW. 
Definition 1. Let IA / denote the cardinality of A 5 G. 
Fact 2. IA . BJ 2 max(JA 1, JBJ), A, B E P(G). 
Proof. Follows from the fact that every map a 0 - (multiplication by a E G) is a l-l 
map. 
Fact 3. A$B implies IAl = \Bj. Follows from (2). 
Fact 4. AX= B and (A ( = (Bl, then Ax, = B for any x0 E X. 
Proof. Since -ox0 is l-l and IBI = IAI, it is onto. 
Fact 5. A&?B, then there exist go, gl E G such that goAg, = B. 
Proof. Follows from Facts 3 and 4. 
So we see, that in order to show <J%, 9, ~99 and$-equivalence of elements in P(G), 
one only has to look in G. 
Notation 6. We write ‘Go a G’ for Go is a normal subgroup of G (i.e., gGogp’ = Go 
for all g E G). 
‘hen let N(Go) := maximal subgroup Definition 7. Let G,IG be a subgroup of G. I 
NIG such that Go Q N. 
.l subgroup called the normalizer of It is well known that there is such a maxima 
Go in G, and the following holds: 
Fact 8. N(G,) = {g E G 1 gGo = Gag}. 
Fact 9. H(G,) = {Go8 ) g E N(G,)} = all cosets of Go in its normalizer. 
Proof. If X&Go, then by Fact 5, X= aGo = GOP, a, /3~ G. Then p= cm for some 
~EGo, so aGo = Go/3 = Goan, hence aCon- ’ = aGo = GO~ =X, (Y E N(Go) and 
X= Gocx. 
Conversely, if g E N(G,), G,g = gGo and G,gg- ’ = gp ‘gG, = Go, so GogtiGo. 
Fact 10. n(G,) = N(Go). 
Proof. A(G,) = U {Gag (g E N(Go)} = N(Go). 
Now assume that N(Go) a G, but N(G,)#G, N(Go)#Go (so we have Go 2 
N(G,) 2 G, but Go not normal in G). Then A(G,) =N(G,), R(N(Go)) = G, so 
A#AZ and especially H” #A. 
Now assume also that IGI/IN(G~)I =2, so G=N(G,)UN(G,)x for any xeN(Go) 
and N(G,) . x=x. N(G,). Then GoaGo. x and x. Go9Go, so Gox&?x. Go and 
R(G, . x) = [A( Go)] . x = N( Go) . x, A(x . Go) = x . R( Go) = x . N( Go). 
Also notice that if Go = N(G,), A(G,) = Go. But let 1 E G be the identity; then 
(l)cG,, but ~{l}=GrG,=A(G,). Also Go+(l), but G,+G=~({l}). 
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Example2.LetZ,withgeneratorzacton~(A={a,,a~},B={6,,b~},Z~={-+1}, 
C=(f _f)) by (g,b,)-z=(-g,b2), (g,&).z=(g,b,). (This action is linked with 
z~(~,,s)=(Q*,-g), 2-@2,‘k!)=(al,g).) 
In C“(S), we have the element a = { (ai, 1, b,), (ai, - 1, b,)} = (a,, f 1, b,) = 
~(a,,1,bl).(a,,~1,b,).Z,={a,,+1,blorb2)=psincea.~4=p,p.a=a,aandp 
are %-related. 
However, p is not an H-amalgam of any x$(ar, 1, b,), P#:A(x) for all XE C”(S), 
xg(a,, 1, b,). If it were, /3=/3, flj3, with (pI,/32} forming an H-class. 
Then (i), (ii) or (iii). 
(i) Pi =(a,, 1, br or b2), &=(a,, - l,br or b2). 
(ii) Pr = {(a,, 1, br), (ai, - Lb,)), Pz=((a,,-l,bl),(a,,l,b,)). 
(iii) Pi = {(ai, 1, bi)(ai, - 1, b,)}, PZ = {(a,, 1, W, (ai, - 1, 62)). 
Case (iii) is ruled out, because /3, and /32 are not g-equivalent. Case (i) and case 
(ii) are ruled out, since (b,)z = 1, (b2)z= - 1. 
Example 3. Let a b 
. 
Add an identity i to S(O) forming S (‘) := S(O) + i. Form a Rees-matrix semigroup 
with coefficients in S(i) by 
S(2):=&o 
( 
A/=(1,2}, B’={l,2), S(‘),C’= 
(;I: :::D 
Now Z2 acts on C’ via 1 . z = 2, 2. z = 1 (z generator) and this action is linked. So 
add Z, to S (2) forming Sc3) := Sc2) + Z2. As can be easily seen, the semigroup- 
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Now consider 




So {x2,x3} is a group in C’(S), hence Z?(~~)=~~U~~={(~,a,1,~,y))x,y~{1,2}, 
cl, PE (a b}} is an element of C’(S). 
However, A(x2) is not in C’(S) already, as can be easily checked. This is an 
example for C2(S) #C’(S). It shows, moreover, that there are groups in C”(S) 
that are not ‘derived from’ groups of S, i.e., whose elements are not singletons (or 
subsets of groups). The group showing up here is a complicated subset of the bottom 
g-class Gn,, created by the ‘falling’ of the middle-null-H classes, after they were 
‘spread out’ by the top group. One gets a good feel that P(S) is really a definition 
tied to the global structure of S. 
4. The Rhodes-expansion 
The Rhodes-expansion, due to Rhodes, is an extremely useful tool in finite semi- 
group theory. In Subsection 4.1 we give a short definition and list some properties; 
for an extensive treatment of proofs, see [8]. In Subsection 4.2 we embed the 
Rhodes-expansion into a wreath-product, using a method originally due to Zeiger 
191 and adapted to s^ by Rhodes [6] (‘Zeiger-coding’). This embedding, extended to 
the infinite case, is also studied in [3]. 
4.1. Definition and elementary properties of the Rhodes-expansion 
Note 4.1. Throughout this chapter I means lYJ as defined in Notation 1.6. 
Definition 4.2. s^:={(j,l,...,j,)jjl,<...<j,, jjES’, nrl}. 
We will write suggestively j, < ... <jr if (j,, . . . , j,) E s^ (see Note 4.14 below con- 
cerning notation). 
Define a canonical way to reduce I-chains to elements of s^ in the following way: 
Definition 4.3. Let x, I ... 5x1 be a s-chain, X, E S’, n L 1. Then the min-operator 
goes down the chain from right to left, striking all elements in a run of g-equivalent 
elements but the last one. 
To be more precise, let k= k(x,< ... 5x,) be the number of g-distinct elements 
m x,<...Ix,. Define 
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CY] .- *- max a such that x,9x, and xa+ , cp x,, 
a n+l := max a such that x,.~‘x~, +1 and x,, I cg x, 
(risk- 1). Note that (xk=n. 
Then 
min(x, 5 ... 5x,) :=x,,<x,,_,<***<x,,. 
In other words: if x,5 ..a 5x, is of the form 
(xn=xa~<~‘~<x,,~,<~~.<x,,~...~x~,+,<x,,~...~x,), 
then min(x,, I . ..-ix.) is as above. 
Definition 4.4. Define a product on s^ by 
(jn<...<jl).0’~<...<j;)=min(jnj~I...cjljln<...<j;). 
It is easy to see that this product is associative. Some of the properties of s^ are 
the following: 
Fact 4.5. s^ is generated by strings of length one. 
Definition 4.6. Let qs : s^+ S’ be defined by 
vls (j, < . ..<j.)=j,. 
(qs is called the ‘canonical map’). Then 
Fact 4.1. qs is a y-map. 
Fact 4.8. Let B = j, < ..’ <j,, i?= j,!,, < a.. <j; be elements of 9. Then 
$<t^(in 9) iff m<n, j;=jl (i=l,..., m-l) 
and j,$jL (in S). 
Fact 4.9. 
SFt^(in 9) iff m=n, j;=jl (i=l,..., m-l) 
and j,gjj:, (in S). 
Fact 4.10. ($,s) is faithful. 
Proof. 1 acts as left (but not right) identity: 
(l)(j,<...<j,)=min(l.jn~j,<...<j,)=(j,<...<j,). 0 
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Notation 4.11. Every jn< *a. <j, E s^ can be given a representation (which is not 
unique) as follows: 
j,<... <j,=&. ..:s,<s,_,. ..:s,<...<sr) 
with si E S1 or inductively, 
jt =si, jk+r=sk+,.jk (k+lIn). 
Fact 4.12. Let SES’, kO be the first k such that j&?Zj~ (i.e., j,s<,j, for e<k). 
Then jko+crsBjk,,+a, cr = 1, . . . , n - kO. 
Proof. By induction on x; 
jaixs=sU+,j,+,- I. s%+,.i,+.- 1 =.i,+,+ 1 
since j,+,- 1. s.Bj,+,_ 1 by inductive assumption, and PA! is a left congruence. q 
Notation 4.13. Let 
(S,...Si<... <~~).s=min(s,...s~sl...~s,sls)=(s:,...s;s<...<s;s) 
notationally. Then the sl can be chosen as follows: If sk . . . s;s=sko . . . sIs, then 
6 +a=Sko+ar cr=l,...,n-kO. 
(Follows from Fact 4.12). 
Note 4.14. The notation j,< . ..<j. for an element in s^ is bad, but s,...s~<...< 
s2sI < s1 is even worse. The reason is that an input sequence (s,, . . . , s,), applied to 
the string (l), yields successively 
S,, 
(This is the famous ‘reversal of time’ connected with s^, see [3].) However, since it 
has been used in the literature, we are going to stick with it for the time being. 
4.2. ($s^) is in a canonical wreath product 
(See also [3] for an expanded version.) 
Note 4.15. We now want to show that ($9) can be embedded into a certain 
canonical wreath product. The embedding is done in three steps: 
(i) We pass to an isomorphic semigroup (Code(g), Z(S)) using a l-l map ‘Code’ 
(‘Zeiger-coding’). 
(ii) We define a coordinate map Exp: Code(s) &$ ZZ (‘expansion into coor- 
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dinates’, II=$,,,x ... x$?, is roughly the Cartesian product of the $-classes of S) 
and use it to construct an isomorphism 
(Code@), Z(S)) 5 (Exp(Code(S)), Exp- ’ Z(S)Exp). 
(iii) We show that each element cy ~Exp-’ Z(S)Exp can be extended to a 
triangular map on all of I77> Exp(Code(S)) with the correct component action, com- 
pleting the embedding. 
4.2.1. Zeiger-coding 
The original idea of Zeiger-coding is due to Zeiger. Rhodes refined Zeiger’s idea 
and adapted it to S. We will present it here in an algebraic form, although it really 
is more a computer science idea on how to code nests X, > X, 2 *a. 2 X,, . 
Definition 4.16. Let S:={x,,,<$...<$x, Ix,eS’, mr l} be the set of all (strict) 
&?-chains on S. 
Definition 4.17. Define a code-map Code : s^ G$ s as follows: For each j = (a, g, 6) 
let t(j), T(j) be arbitrary fixed elements such that 
(4.18) j. t(j) = (0, 1, 1) and (a, 1, l)?(j) =j, 
SO 
j * I(j) * F(j) =j. 
Note that 
(4.19) jBx implies jt(j) =x0 t(x). 
Let j^=j,<... <jr E S. Define 
(4.20) x, :=j,, x,:=j,.t(x,)t(x,>...t(x,_,) 
and 
(4.21) Code(jj = (x, <$ .+a <$x1) E S. 
Note 4.22. To understand this definition better, take a representation of j^= 
s, . . . s,<...<.Qs~<s, &ES’). Then 
Code(j) = s1 =x1 
VI Wl) =x2 
w,qw aZS,f(+N =x3 
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or in general we have the recursion formulas 
(4.23) representation of / code of / 
j, :=sl X] ‘=s . 1 
JR :=s; j,_, x,:=s,.x+,.t(x,_,) 
In words: j, comes from j,_ 1 via hitting by s, on the left, x, comes from x, _ 1, first 
adjusted to standard element x,-, . t(x+ ,) = (a, 1, l), via hitting by s, on the left. 
(This is the reason for Fact 4.29(ii) below.) 
Clearly Code is l-l and maps into s (see Fact 4.26). In fact the inverse 
Decode : Code(g) 5 s^ is given by 
Definition 4.24. Let (x,, . . . ,x,) E Code(s). Define 
j, :=x1, j, :=x,. 7(x,- ,) . . . T(x,). 
Let Decode(x,,...,x,)=(j,<.e+<j,). 
Fact 4.25. Decode is the inverse of Code. 
Proof. By induction, 
x,’ 7(x&,) . . . F(x,)=sk’xk-1’t(Xk-])T(Xk-l)...t(X,) (by (4.23)) 
=s,‘xk_I . i(xk_2) . . . 7(x,) (by (4.18)) 
= Sk ’ jk _ , (by induction hypothesis) 
=jk. q 
Fact 4.26. With notation as above, 
(i) j&Rx; (lIi5n); 
(ii) x, <<y ... <$x1 is strict. 
Proof. (i) By induction 
xkt(xk)Bxk.%jk (by induction assumption) 
so 
(ii) x, 5~ ...sXxl by definition. (i) and j,<, ...<uj, show (ii). 0 
Definition 4.27. Using the l-l map Code: $2 Code(S^ we get an iso- 
onto 
morphism in the usual way, i.e., let 
Z(S) := {DecodeoS;oCode)s^ES^}. 
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Then Z(S) acts on Code@), and 
(9, s^) z (Code@), Z(S)). 
Notationally, the action of Z(S) on Code@) can be described as follows (Note: Z(S) 
is generated by Decode 0 (s) 0 Code, s E St): 
Notation 4.28. Let s ES’ and let 
(S, . ..St < . ..<s.).s=(s:,...s;s<...<s;s) 
(see Notation 4.13). Let 
x; = s;s, x;=s;x;_, tcx;-1) (asm). 
Then, notationally, 
(XII Q ... <$X1) * s=x:,< **-<x;. 
. . 
Fact 4.29. (1) IfJ,,s+ jll, then x&<x,, . 
(ii) Assume x,.Bx~ . Then 
(Xn+l<$ . ..<~x.).s=(x~+,<~x~<~...<~x;) 
with x,~,+,=x,+,. 
Proof. (i) x$%s, . ..sts<s. . . . s,Bx,. 
(ii) Let Decode(x,, + , cg ,--<~xl)=(S,+lS,...S1<‘..<S,). X,3X; means 
S n...S,Sf&,...S1, and hence (s,+ls,...s,<~~~<s,)~s=s,+l...sls<s,...sls< 
Sk- ] . ..s.s< 1.. <s;s (with si . ..s.s=s, . . . sts, see Notation 4.13). Hence 
I 
x,+1= S n+lXtit(X,?I) 
=S,++,,t(X,) (by (4.19)) 
“Xn+l (by (4.23)). 0 
Fact 4.30. Let (x,<...<x,).s=(x:,<... <xi). Let k, be the first k such that xkBxk 
(where (xk < . ..<x.).s=(x~<...<x;)). Then n-k=rn’-a and xk+X=xa+X, 
x=1 ,...,n-k. 
Proof. Follows from Fact 4.29(ii). 0 
4.2.2. Expansion into coordinates 
We now define the embedding of (9, s^) into a wreath-product, using the following 
Exp map (Expansion into coordinates). 
Definition 4.31. In the following choose an arbitrary fixed ordering of the$-classes 
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of S’, compatible with the g-order, i.e., enumerate the $-classes of S’ so that 
J;<g Jk ,implies k< i. Also for each Bi,Ai choose an ordering Bi= { 6,“‘, . . . , b$‘}, 
A.= {al(‘) , . . . , a,$)}. If the i is clear from the context, we denote 6,“’ and a{‘) shortly 
b; 1. So J, = G, the group of units of S’, and if N is the number of $-classes of 
S’, JN=K(S1) is the kernel of S. 
Note 4.32. It follows from the definition that if j E Jk , s E S ‘, j. s $ Jk , then j. s E J, 
for some g-class Jj with i> k. 
Definition 4.33. Give everyg-class Ji of S’ an arbitrary fixed Rees-matrix repre- 
sentation, so that 
JiOr~O(Ai,Bi,Gi,Ci) (i=l,...,N) 
(with Ai++ the set of B-classes of Ji, Bitt the set of g-classes of J;, G;z the 
Schutzenberger-group of Ji, Ci = structure-matrix of Ji). Choose all B;,Ai disjoint. 
Let b be a separate symbol, and define 
Definition 4.34. 
B, :=B,U-..UB/g, GI :=(A, xG,)U{b}, 
Bk:= IJ BiU{b}y Gk:=(AkxGk)U{b}. 
Nzi?k 
Call the Bi ‘(generalized) B-coordinates’ and Gk ‘(generalized) G-coordinates’. 
Jkk:=GkX&, n:=J/vx *a. x.7,. 
If necessary, we write n(S) to indicate the semigroup whose $-classes are used in 
Ji * 
Notation 4.35. We denote an element of IT by 
Then y,=yy),y/@ with y!g)~ Gi, y!@ EB;. (We will also denote initial substrings of 
an element of 17 by j.> 
Let Xi=(ai,gi,bi)EJ,, (i=l,..., k) in the above coordinatization and g-class 
ordering. So nl<n2<.*.<nk. 
With every element 2 = (x, <g ... <axI) ES we want to associate an element of 17, 
called the ‘coordinates of 2’. 
Definition 4.36. Let no :=O, 1111 k. 
((at, a), bt) for a = nt, 
GG) = (636,) for nl_l<a<n,, 
(by b) for a>?.?,. 
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Definition 4.37. Define Exp(.i?), the ‘expansion of 2 (into coordinates)’ by 
Exp(;) = C,(z), . . . , C, (2). 
Then Exp is a map Exp : s Pinto 17, which is clearly l-l. The ‘picture’ is: 






is ‘coming up’; b stands for blank. 
bl put (al,gl), b, into .I,,-slot. 
b2 
. b 
put ‘upcoming’ b2. 
Intuitively, b stands for blank; ai, gi, bj E .I,, are put in the J,,-slot, and the ‘upcom- 
ing’ bie J,, are ‘slid-up’ or ‘advanced’ to the highest spot possible (i.e., not oc- 
cupied by a ‘real’ aj_lgjplbj_l). 
Remark 4.38. 
(9, s^) + 
Code 
p (Cod&), W)) 
i 
EXP 
(I7, w) > (Exp(S), Exp- ’ S Exp) 
( 
Exp_I Code Ex; (Exp Code(s), Exp- ’ Z(%Exp) 
(cu = wreath product of FR(Jj)‘s). 
The map Code = Exp- ’ Code Exp : Exp(S^) --t Exp Code(g) is l-l, onto (composi- 
tion of l-l onto maps). 
Moreover, it is easy to see from the definition of Code that Code is triangular 
(on Exp(S^)). 
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It is also easy to see that Exp- ’ S^Exp is triangular, even without Advance 6,; for 
meaning of Advance bj see Remark 4.54(ii) below. Hence Exp- t Z(S)Exp is 
triangular. 
We will now prove that the component action of (Y E Exp- ’ Z(S)Exp is remark- 
ably simple, and that every element a E Exp- ’ Z(S)Exp can be extended to all of 17 
in the obvious way, keeping the same simple component action. 
4.2.3. Extending Exp- ’ Z(S)Exp to all of I2 







Using a, ($ s^) can be transformed to a TSG on a(g) L L7 by letting SIE s^ act as 
a- ‘s^a, i.e., let p E a(g), p = cw(t^> = t^or, define an action * of s^ on cr(s^) by 
p * s^ =pa- ‘:a = (i%)crP ‘ga = l%. 
So we get a TSG (&z,s^)( (Z7,F,(17)) (via cx). 
Remark 4.40. Of course, (J&, s^) may also be viewed as isomorphic to (Code(s), Z(S)) 
via Exp. The crucial fact is then Fact 4.30, which translates into Remark 4.53 on Z7. 
Fact 4.41. Let s E S ‘, s^= (s), the string of length one containing s. (Remember Fact 
4.5: s^ is generated by s1.) Every cr-‘.k:S^a +&z c A’ can be extended to a map 
s:I7Cintosuch that 
(0) s restricted to &z = CC ‘Bu (extension); 
(i) S is triangular on I7; 
(ii) The component action of s is as follows: 
(a) on B-coordinates Bi : (B;, 1 *), 
(b) on G-coordinates Gj: (Gi,(l x G,)*) (where (1 x G,) is extended to b by 
b . g = 6). 
Here the component action is permutation reset, with non-trivial groups only in 
G-coordinates. 
Note 4.42. This gives another constructive proof of the prime decomposition 
theorem, by S+ s^< (Z7, (1 x GN)*ol *o...o(l x Cl)*01 *). 
Proof of Fact 4.41. We will construct s by induction and simultaneously show 
(o)-(ii). 
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Notation 4.43. In the proof we will use as standard notation: 
Representation 
.il Sl s;s 
< < < 
S2SI 
action - OS 




< < < 






;= i = Code(i) 
induced action of s . 


















Definition 4.45. Let ~(2.) = $x,) . . . ?(x,)st(x;) . . . f(xk_ ,) for j; =x, < a+- <x,. 
Note 4.46. Note 4.44 shows that 
b(xh) = b(x,) . s(Z), &4n)=g(x,)* (mT))W)lG~ 
Definition 4.47. Call 3~ %z~fl a ‘legal’ string. Also call any initial substring of a 
legal string legal. Call a string illegal if it is not legal. 
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Definition 4.48. If 3 = (yk, . . . , yl) is legal, there exists a maximum n such that 
yz’#b (n may be zero). Call this n =n(j) the ‘length of the entire part’. Let 
(Y,, ..*9 yr) := ‘the entire part of y”, 
(Y,,..., y,+ r) := ‘the rest (of y’)‘. 
Fact 4.49. There exists a unique j,< ... <j, E s^ such that Exp Code(j, < ..* <jt> = 
(Y,, . ..? y,). ‘Therest’iseithery,+,=(~,b)forx=l,...,k-mory,+,=(b,b) with 
6EBkfa for some 02 1. 
Proof. Follows from definition of Exp. 0 
We now proceed with the definition of S by induction: 
k = 1. Remember Jp = (& ‘( 1,1, G, 1)) with G the group of units. Let s = (a,, go, b,). 
Then S(y@)) = bO. 
For SB’G, set 
s(y,‘g’, y,‘@) = b. 
For s E G, set 
qy,'g', yl'b') = 
i 
b if Y, (b)# 1 EBt, 
y$y[@)so if yib) = 1. 
This clearly satisfies (i) and (ii), and since (s,< ... <sr)s=min(s,s< ..+ ~srs~s) = 
(s,s<...<s~s) with sks9s, s extends a-‘so, i.e. (0). 
Induction assumption 4.50. Assume s has been defined for 1 <is k, satisfying 
(o)-(ii) on .i, X ... X J, . 
Case 1. j=(y,, . . . . yi) illegal. Then let S(yk+r, . . . . yr) = 6. This clearly satisfies 
(i) and (ii), and (0) automatically. 
Case 2. ;=(y,,..., yl) is legal. Assume (y,, . . . . yr), the entire part of 3, is 
Exp Code(j,, < .+. <jr) = Exp(x, <$ ... <($x1) (see Notation 4.43). 
(i) Assume further jjsBji for some 1~ is n. Then Fact 4.30 shows that a- ‘da 
fixes all coordinates after nj (j;EJ,J, so we may extend it to S(yk+ 1, . . . , yl) =y,+ 1 
and satisfy (o)-(ii). 
(ii) Assume now that jns-+ j, . 
Notation 4.51. Let 
L(k) :=max{jl.sEJk), 
I 
L(k) = 0 if no such 1 exist. 
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(L(k) = 0 means no j, above Jk falls into Jk under s; L(k) = 1, means some j, above 
Jk falls into Jk, and among all such j,, j, is the last one to do so.) 
Let 
M(k) := min such that L(m) # 0, 
mzk 
M(k)=0 if no such m exists. 
(M(k) = 0 means nothing falls into Jk from above, and nothing falls by Jk, landing 
somewhere below. M(k) = k means something falls into Jk. M(k) = m. > k means 
something falls into a&i-class below k, i.e., ‘passes k by’.) 
(a) M(k+ l)#O (i.e., something falls into or past Jk+i). Put 
s(y~~,,B)=b(jL(k+,)‘S.t(X;)...t(X~-1)) 
with cr such that xi E Jk+, and 
(a) IfyL21@Bk+1 Or.i,,+,S%?.in+,, Put 
S(y~~,,y~~,,y)=g(jL(k+l)‘S’t(X;)...f(X:,~l)) 
wtth a such that x; E Jk+, . 
@I Ify,f+Bk+,, andh,+ls~_h+~, let~j~~I=(~k+l,gk+1) and put 
S(y~g~~,y:~,,~)=(ak+,,gk+l'(y:b,),)[s(~j;)lG, 
see Note 4.46. 
This clearly satisfies (o), (i) and (ii). 
@) M(k+ l)=O (i.e., nothing falls into or past Jk+,). 
(a) If Rest(j) is all (6,b)‘s (i.e., y,+,r=(b,b)), let 
S(Yfy *, 3 = 6, f(Y&,yfypY)=b. 
(b) If Rest(y) is all (6,+,,6) (i.e., y,+.=(b,+,,b)), we have two cases: 
(i) &+r@Jk+i. Then 
(Notice this is reset.) 
Let yf~l=(ak+l,gk+l) ad let Yf?,,_? be legal. Then put ~(y,$$,,yi? i, y’) = 
(ak+l,gk+l’(y~~~)[S(X)]c (and ~@,Yf!,,~)=b). Also ~b’~$‘~~,,X)=Y~j, for 
y,f” 1, y’ illegal. Again this satisfies (o)-(ii). 
If Rest(;) = 0, then j, E Jk, so since j, . s-C,% j, by assumption, j,. SE J, with 
12 k-t 1. Hence M(k + 1) #O, which is case (a). 
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So for each generator S”E s^ we have defined S: IT-+ I7 in triangular form with in- 
dicated component action, extending (Y- ‘so : & + &I. Letting Y := & c_ 17, 
0 : Y ---* s^, 6’ = a- ‘, then ($)0 = (y’Qs^ for Jo Y, S^E s^ generator and so by standard 
proof-scheme (see [7]) 
(s,,) / (Z7,(1 xG,)*ol*o...o(l xG,)*ol*) 
and, in fact, 
(4.52) ($s^)<(U,(l xGN)*~l*~...O(l xG,)*~l*). 
Remark 4.53. Fact 4.30 shows that a- ‘.%r : &I + $a 5 17 has the ‘Zeiger-property' : 
“once a- ‘go permutes, it is identity further down”. 
We do not need this property in the proof of Chapter 5, but using additional care 
in the definition of the extension, s (as in Fact 4.41) can be made to have the addi- 
tional property: 
(iii) (Zeiger-property) Let (y,, . . . , y,) E I7, s E S. Then there exists a k, such that 
(i) x-S(x,y,, . . . . yt) is a reset for a< k,; 
(ii) x + s(x, yif), yko_ t, . . . , yl) is a permutation; 
(iii) x+S(x,ykoia, . . . . yr) is identity for 1 <cx~N--k,. 
For details see [3]. 
Remark 4.54 (Discussion of the proof of Fact 4.41). The only interesting ideas in 
the proof can be shortly described as this: 
(i) Fact 4.30 shows that the component action of a-‘so will be reset for a while, 
then action of s on Jk (which is in triangular form by the familiar (a,g, b) . s= 
(a,g(b)so, b. s) with component action (1 x Gk) on the A x G-coordinate), and 
identity thereafter. It is clear how to extend to S within given component action. This 
leaves (B, RLM(S)) as component action on Bk. 
(ii) The ‘Advance’ bi are put in to reduce the component action on Bk. The idea 
is that if jks%jk and j,- 1s<:g j,_, , j,_, E Jn, , , j, E Jn,, then either 
(a) nk_,=n,-1, and soj,_,.s falls into Jn,, so that b(j,s) = b(jkpl . s) can 
be read off from above, or 
(p) nk - nk_ l 2 2. Then in the nk_, + l-spot we will have (b(jk), 6), so again we 
can read off b(jks) =b(j,). s from above (and in the nk_, + l-spot, b(j,). s gets 
5. P(S) = PI(S) 
We now have the tools to prove C”(S) = PI(S). We show this by constructing a 
relation SL CP(S) such that Q(R)5 C”(S) (see Proof-scheme 2.10). 
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In Subsection 5.1 we define I?“, an adaptation of HW to (C”(S))*, and show 
that a-‘fiwa (see Definition 4.39) can be extended to YZ’, a triangular map on all 
of n with very restrictive component action. 
In Subsection 5.2 we combine the action of (C”(S))* on 17 with X’. The compo- 
nent action of Y?is such that the combined component action of JZs%is aperiodic 
in every component (i.e., Y? ‘gets rid of the groups’). As a result we can construct 
the desired relation R. 
5.1. go and 3f 
Definition 5.1. Let E(A) be such that HW(A) =A .E(A) (see Fact 3.12(ii)). 
Definition 5.2. Use the map HW: C”‘(S) -+ P(S) to define 3 : (C”(S)j + 
(C”(S))” as follows: 
(i) Extend HW to C”(S)’ by HW(l)= 1 (if C”(S) is not a monoid already. Note: 
If we use S’ throughout, then {l} is the identity on C”(S).) 
(ii) Let Ae(C’(S)j, a=j,<**.<j, (jiECW’(S)) and A,...Ar<.*.<Ai be 
some representation. 
5.3. Define 
E, :=E(j,), Ek :=E(jkE, . . . Ek_,), km. 
5.4. Define 
j; =jiG , _d =.i,E, . ..Ek_.&. 
since 
j; =j,E, . ..E._,Ek=Ak(jkp,E, . ..Ek-.)Ek=Akj&?& 
and 
j;_,1,Akj~_12~HHW(Akj~_I)=HW(Akjk_1El . ..Ek_l) 
= A,E, . . . E,_,E,=j; 
and so let 
(5.5) ZP(j, < . ..<j.):=rnin(jA+...z+j;). 
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The picture is this: 
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(5.6) 
A2 A, =H”(A2A1E1)=H”(A2H”(Al)) 
A,A,A ,E,E, 
I 
A3 A2 AI > ,~ 1 A3A2AAE26 1 
and take the min over the boxed expressions. 
Note 5.7. 
ji =_idl ...Ek_lEk=Ak(jk_IEl . ..Ek_.)Ek 
=A,jL_,E(Akji_,). 
would give another recursion formula. 
Fact 5.8. (i) jk+ j;, k= 1, . . . . n. 
(ii) j,rj;, k=l,..., n. 
(iii) If j, E J with J not H-trivial, then j; <.yp j, . 
(iv) If j,.!BjL and jk + , = A, + , j, E J with J H-trivial, then j; + I= A, + , j; . 
Proof. (i) trivial. 
(ii) AlcAIEl=HW(A,) and if j,cjL, then jk+l=Ak+ljk~Ak+lj~~Ak+ljl: 
E(Ak+,j~)=jL+1. 
(iii) j, za j; by (i), and if j,Ejk, then HW(j;)+jL (see Definition 5.2). Contra- 
diction. 
(iv)jk+l= Ak + 1 j;E(Ak + 1 j;). But j&%jk implies A, + 1 j;ZA, + ,j, E J, so 
E(Ak+, jk) = 1 is trivial. 0 
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Note 5.9. A,A, <gA, does not imply HW(A,HW(A,))<HW(A,) (so taking a min 
is really necessary). As an example look at Example 1, Section 3. If 1 2 Go2 G 
is a nontrivial subgroup, Go<9 {l}. But HW({ l}) = G, and HW(GO. HW({ 1))) = 
H”(GO * G) = H”(G) = G as well. 
Key Fact 5.10. q(A) c q($(&). 
Proof. Fact 5.8(ii) for k=n. 0 
Fact 5.11. (@‘)2 = 3. 
Proof. Follows from (HW)* = HW and j; =fP(A& 1). 0 
Definition 5.12. Let H-T(s) := {(~,<.a. <s,) (sieJk, X-trivial). 
Fact 5.13. Then 9 : (C”(S))A- H-T((Cw(S))A) and 3 is identity on H-T((P(S))*). 
Proof. Trivial. q 
Note 5.14. We now want to show that C’H^Wa can be extended to .X on all of 17 
with certain restrictive component action. Just as the same fact for (x- ‘XX is a con- 
sequence of (a, g, b)s = (4 g(b)s,, b. s) being in triangular form, Fact 5.15 gives rise 
to a- ‘@a being triangular. 
Fact 5.15. Let J be a g-class of C”(S). Then there exist functions @, w such that 
HW(a, g, b) = (@(a), 1, w(b)) 
for all (a, g, 6) E J. 
Proof. Follows from Fact 3.12. Also note that w(b) determines the g-class J’ of 
HW(a,g, b), and hence the group-coordinate 1 EJ’. q 
We can therefore write shortly 
Definition 5.16. 
HW(b) := b(HW(a,g, b)) 
which is independent of a, g by Fact 5.15. 
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HW(a) := a(H”(a, g, b)), 
H$,(g) := 1 EJ’ where J’3HW(b). 
Definition 5.17. Let Down(Bi)<FR(Bi) be defined as follows: 
Down(B,) := {f: B, + Bi /f satisfies (i) and (ii) below) 
with 
(i) Ifjzi, iGjI12, then f :Bj + B, with k>j and Bk H-trivial; 
(ii) Ifjli, IGj/=l, thenf:Bj+Bjand either 
(a) Bj can be written disjointly as Bj = BJ’O’U Bjl’ and f: B,?’ + B, with k>j 
and B, H-trivial. f is identity on B,(l); or 
(fi) f is a reset t0 5j E Bj; 
(iii) f(b) = b. 
In words: On the non-H-trivial Bj’S in Bi, f maps into B, ‘further down’; on the 
H-trivial Bj’S in Bj, f is either a reset or f is partial identity and maps ‘further 
down’ where it is not identity. 
Fact 5.18. Down@,) is aperiodic. 
Proof. Obvious. 0 
Fact 5.19. Let HW act on Bj by Definition 5.16 (and HW(b)= b). Then HW~ 
Down(Bi). 
Proof. (i) follows from Fact 3.12. 
(ii) If Bj H-trivial, HW is identity on Bj by Fact 3.12. 0 
For definition of (Y see Definition 4.39. 
Fact 5.20. &‘Hnma can be extended to a triangular map S? on IKIi such that the 
component action of A? is as follows: 
(i) On B-coordinates (i?,, Down(&)*); 
(ii) On G-coordinates 
(a) If IGj 12 2, (Gi, Reset(b)), 
(b) 1_ (G,/=l, (Gi, l*). 
We will use in the proof the following standard notation: 
Notation 5.21. 
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Representation 
jl A, .A 
< < < 
3 
< = < , 
Jll A Al n .** 
< < 

























X n+l ---Xn+,T(Xn,) . . . ~(X,)=j,+l ---+j~=jn+I.E1...En+l 
=xn+,?(xn) .. . i(xl)El . . . E,,+, 
Code 
--+x& =jht(x;) . . . t(xA_l), 
so all in all 
X n+l -+x,,+~fC%) . . . $x,)E, . ..E.+,t(x;) . . . t(x;_,) 
(compare with Note 4.44). 
Proof. By induction. 
(i) J, =$-class of the identity of P’(S)‘. Then let JQtb’) =H”(yib’). 
(ii) Let 




(b) ~r(yl(g)) with b=y, if y,(b)EBl. 
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This extends a-‘?cr and satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Now assume % has been defined on lk X *a* x 3,) extending a- I~(Y, with com- 
ponent action as given. 
case 1. (_&,...,Yt)ESkX**. x 7, is illegal (see Definition 4.47). Let ‘yeGvk+ t, . . . , ye) = 
Reset(b, b). This satisfies (i) and (ii). 
Case 2. j= (Yk, . . . ,u,> is legal. 
As before, define 
maxl.S~Jk}, 
L(k) := isk 
0 if no such 1 exists. 
(5.22) 
[min{L(k)#O}, 
M(k):= m2k I 0 if no such rn exists. 
(i) Assume M(k+ 1) #0 (i.e., under 3 something falls by Jk+] from above). 
re(y;!j I’_?) = b(&k+ I,@($> ... tcx;- 1))) 
with a such that x;E$~+] 





c (1) If x,+,Bx,+r?(x,) . . . ?(xl)E, . ..E.+,t(x;) . . . t(~;_~), 
then =Yk+l @) (note that in this case Jk+l is aperiodic and 
A-coordinate does not change); 
= 
(2) If X,+,b?%+1, 
then 
= (b) b i 
(a) d&k + 1) ’ t(xi) . . . t(xh) if M(k+ l)=k+ 1, 
if M(k+ l)>k+ 1. 
So component action is either identity or reset. This extends a-‘?a, satisfying (i) 
and (ii). 
(ii) Now assume M(k+ 1) = 0, i.e., nothing falls from above by or into Jk+ t. 
Case a. Rest(j) has v,+.=(b,b). Then let ti(yk+r,?)=(b,b). 
Case /I. Rest($) has Y~+~= (6,b). Then g=b(~,~+,) in Notation 4.43. So let 
- - 
;ye(yi? ,,u’) = H(b . t(x,) . . . ?(x])E, ., . En). t(x;) . . . t(x;_ 1). 
(This is a reset.) 
Again this extends a-‘so, satisfying (i) and (ii). 
Case y (critical case). Assume Rest =0, and also j,,Bjh_ I eJk (otherwise we are 
in (i)). Then Jk is H-trivial. 
For _~i? 1 E Bj not H-trivial, put 
re(y;: ,‘u’> = H(yfJ , i(x,> . . . i(x,)E, . . . E,)t(x;) . . . t(xA> 
which is in Bj’< Bj. 




Hence we can put 
for yiy, E Bj N-trivial U { 6) and 
if yjy 1 E Jk+, H-trivial, 
otherwise. 
This extends a- *SIX, and component action on Bk+ , is partial identity, rest down 
and on ck+, identity or reset. 
So we have defined X with indicated component action in triangular form on 17, 
extending (Y- ‘?‘a. 
5.2. CP(S) 
Define a TSG CP(S) =(X, C) (‘Computes Pointlikes’). 
Definition 5.23. 
x := (C”(S)j, 
c := {s,iF . ..H?.‘S,5ys;ES, nzl} 
(identifying SE S with ({s}) E (C”(S)j). 
Note. We will use CP(S) also for the SG C if it is clear from the context. 
Fact 5.24. CP(S) is aperiodic. 
Proof. Using the map (x : (P(S))” $$ C’(S) 3 I7 we get an isomorphism 
(x,C)~(x~,{a-lccx~cEC}). 
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Now 
a- ‘s 1 . . . 2% = (a- 51 a>a- l . . . (a- ‘H1ua) 
and using the extensions Ye for 6 ‘?a and S for K’sa we get 
(x,c)~(17,(s,...~~~~~~s;Es}) 
I(17,FR(&) 0 ... o~R(G)“~R@lN. 
Let CAZ(Y,) denote the component action of J? at Y,, CAS( Y,) denote the 
component action of S at Y,. Then the component action of C at Y, is given by 
C(Y,)=(CAs(Y,)CAX(Y,)>. 
We claim this to be aperiodic for any Y,. 
Case CI. For general group coordinates Yp’ we have 
(i) If /Gkj22, then CA,%(Yp))={Reset(b)}, so C(Yp’)={Reset(b)}. 
(ii) If IGk( = 1, CA~=CAS= 1”. 
Case p. For general B-coordinates Yf) we have 
CAX( Ycb)) = Down@,), k CA s( Ycb)) = 1 * k 
SO 
c( Yj@) I DOWI@,) u { 1) *. 
In any case C( Yk> is aperiodic, hence (Z7, (3, . . . Z’3~3’f 1 si E S}) z (X, C) is aperiodic. 
Definition 5.25. Define a TSG-relation (St, S) .!k!@ (X, C) by 
@(s):=(+..i?s,i?+,.. .s,=s}, 
B(S) :=(A.<...<AtIsEA,, AiECW(S)) for sES, 
e(l) := (1) (string of length one, 1 =identity of C”(S) 
if S does not have an identity, and hence P(S) 
does not have one either) 
Fact 5.26. (i) @ is onto. 
(ii) 6 is onto, 6(s) f 0. 
(iii) @ is an SG-relation. 
(iv) (f3,@) is a TSG-relation. 
Proof. (i) si . ..H^“~.~E~(s,.....s,). 
(ii) Obvious. 
(iii) 
G(S)-@(t)={s, . ..i2sns.t, . ..i&JF/s ,... s,=s, t ,... tm=t> 
c@(st) since sr . ..s.t, . . . tm=st. 
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e(s).~(t)=((A,<...<A,)t ,... ii%,~ISEA,, t,...:t,=t}. 
But se t, /-,” t =EE ~(a) for all a E e(s). Q(t), so l?(s). o(t) c O(d). For 1, e(l). G(t) = 
{UP, ... fPt,fP’} and teq(a) for all CZE 8(l)- e(t). Hence &I. t) = B(t) 2 
e(l). e(t). 0 
Definition 5.27. Let o = s, . . . $s,,* E C. Define 
Pl(0) := Y/((l)* a). 
Fact 5.28. s, . . . . . s, E Pi(a). 
Proof. By induction 
(1)~{~~}~=H2i({~~)<1)=H~(s,)<1 
and S, E HW{s,}. Let (TV :=siH^w . . . ssi@. Assume si . ..si~Pl(a.). Then 
rl((I) . o;+ 1) = rl(U). uisi+ 12) 
since 
and 
Fact 5.29. S@JO * s~Pl(o) follows from Fact 5.28. 
Fact 5.30. { #- ‘(a) ) r~ E C} c Cm(S). 
Proof. @- ‘(a) c Pi(o) and PI(a) = ~((1). 8) E C”(S). 
Since C is aperiodic, C(@) > Pi(S) (see Fact 2.4), so 
Fact 5.31. g(G) = V(S) = PI(S). 
Hence C(Q) I Cm(S) I PI(S). 
we have 
Note. The computation of Pi(S) via CP(S) is special in the following sense: If A0 
@<A,< ... <A,), s@s~, we have: There exists a sequence of pointlikes El . . . E,, 
such that q((A < . ..<A.).s.*)=A.s.E I... En. Furthermore, the Ei = IJ Gi with 
lG, fixing A.s-E, . ..E.-,. 
It was at first thought that this condition (‘local computation’) would greatly help 
in the decidability of #G(S). 
Note 5.32. A rough estimate (with [s^/ 5 2’s’, IFR(X)( % (XI Jx1, (Cw(S)( s IP( = 2”‘) 
shows ICP(S)l saa with a= IC’(S)112’2’S), which is quite large. 
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In terms of ‘multiplicities’, A E C?‘(S) is represented by 
and roughly (A 1 I ((C”(S))* j 5 2@’ ), so we have large multiplicities. 
The construction in Fact 2.23 shows that Plx(X,S) can be computed with 
(Xx CP(S), CP(S)). If we assume that there exists an x0 E X such that for every 
XEX there exists an A E Pi(S) with xexo. A, this can be slightly reduced: 
(C’(S),CP(S)) then computes Plx(X,S) as well by letting 19 :X-r C&(S) be 
defined by 
B(x) := (/$,<...<A, ]x~x~.A,,}, 
@ : S + CP(S) as before. 
Then again YE Plx(X, S) is represented by Y := {A, < -1. <A 1 1 x0. A, = Y} and 
roughly the multiplicities are 1 F 1 5 2(“‘). 
One may ask if these multiplicities are really necessary to compute Plx(X,S). 
We believe that the above bound may still be improved considerably. 
The following example shows that some multiplicities may be necessary, though, 
to compute Plx(X,S) by an aperiodic semigroup. 
Example 4. Let X:= {0,1,2,3,4,1’, 1”,4’,4”) and SsF,(X) be generated by 
1 = identity on X, 
344 P: ;I’: Y: [;,:+l; 6: j;,:+; 
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Fact 1. The maximal pointlikes in Plx(X, S) are { 1,3, O}, (2,4,0> and {x, 0) with 
x E { 1 ‘, 1 “, 4 ‘, 4 ” ] . 
Proof. (a) The above sets are indeed pointlike, since 1% 3 a 1, so ( 1,3} is point- 
like; {1,3} L (4,O) 
(3,O) 2 
A { l,O} shows (4,O) and (LO} are pointlike; { l,O} 3 
{ 1,0} shows { 1,3,0} is pointlike. Similarly {2,4,0} is pointlike. 
{1,3,0) -% {2,4,0) proves (2,4,0} to be pointlike, {LO> -% {l’,O) etc. show 
{x, 0}, XE { 1 ‘, 1”, 4: 4”) to be pointlike. 
(b) To show that they are maximal, we could compute I?(S) and X. C”(S) = 
Plx(X,S) by Corollary 2.25. It is easier to use Proof-scheme 2.20, though, and 
construct a relation that actually computes them using an aperiodic semigroup: 
Let X:=XU{{l,3},{2,4},(6,1),(y,2)}. Let S-F,(X) be generated by 
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(and x + 0 where not specified). 
Notice the ‘multiplicities’: {l} is represented as { 1) and as (S, l), (2) as (2) and 
(y,2), i.e., we ‘remember’ if 6 or y ‘was used last’. 
Also note the choice of ‘blow-ups’: for d it occurs at 1 -+ {2,4}, for p at 
2-*{1,3}. 
Define (X, S) ?k@@ (X, s) by 
@(o)={bt . ..b&. . ..(Tk=o) (OES), 
e(x)={yEX(xCy} (x+0), 
e(0) =X 
(where x~y if x=y or x~y and also 1 c (6, l), 2 c (y, 2)). It is easy to see that this 
is indeed a TSG-relation and that it computes the above sets. 
To see that s is aperiodic observe that 
(i) All generators (# i) have 0” = constant 0 for n large enough. 
(ii) (x)p0 = { 2,4) or 0 for all xE8. 
(iii) By (i) and (ii) it follows that if d = bt . . . 6, is a non-trivial group-element of 
S (i.e., O* #e), it must contain 6 or 7 in its decomposition. Assume dj= p and i 
is the first index such that s. th . rTj = 7, (the arguvnt for 8 is similar), and that 
Keg --+ ... “-_i? is a non-trivial cycle. Then K- ... % 1, and we can assume 
without loss of generality that R= 1 and 5, = y. 17 = 1’ implies b, = p and a3 = 7, so 
~=yPjjT with T:2+ 1”. (Since Z&R(‘)+ ... -‘K is non-trivial.) But then 12 
l”e0, a contradiction. Therefore a non-trivial group-element 6 cannot exist. 
Fact 2. Let C&P, jr,,6: PIx(X, S) --f PIx(X, S) be defined so that Yc?> Y. rs for all 
YE Plx(X, S), g E {a,P, y, 6). Then s := (i, b, p, jr, 8) is not aperiodic. (In other 
words, it is impossible to act with 0 on Plx(X,S), computing Plx(X,S) with an 
aperiodic semigroup. Multiplicities have to be introduced to do so - e.g. { l> is 
represented by 1 and (S, 1) in our computation.) 
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Proof. We omit the 0 in the following argument, e.g. writing { 1,3} for both { 1,3,0} 
and {l, 3) and 2 for {2,0} and (2). 
(i) 4”z 1 is forced. Otherwise 4” ~{1,3}~{2,4}-%4’~4” makes 
{4”, 2,4} pointlike. 
Similarly 1 ‘YL { 2,4} 8. { 3,1> -% 1’ -k 1)) shows 
(ii) 1”-% 2 is forced. 
(iii) 1 % 2 is forced. Otherwise 1 2 {2,4} L 4’x 4”L 1 (using (i)) makes 




(iv) 2 3 is forced. 
(v) {2,4} 5 3 is forced. Otherwise {2,4} 2 (3, l} 5 {2,4) makes { 1,2,3,4} 
pointlike. 
Similarly { 1,3 3 P. 
(vi) (1,3)--t4 is forc5Y’1 3’ shows 
p (2941 3 
(vii) 3 3 4 is forced. Otherwise 
Similarly, using 4 L { 1,3} JL 4 
3 2 {4,2} % 3 makes {2,3,4} pointlike. 
(viii) 4A 1 is forced. 





becomes a non-trivial element, and 1 2 3 2 1 a non-trivial cycle. 
Afterword 
Assume #G(S) = 1 and D is a way of ‘putting S up into a wreath product at com- 
plexity’, with 
CoGoC- COCA C 
I I 5 
D: T, -T,-T 
Yl y2 
3 
Even though we have determined PI(S) and exhibited a particular way SK CP(S) 
of computing it, and S L T3 will have PI(S) I C(R) as covers, there still might not 
be any way of using CP(S) alone to put S up at complexity, i.e. S- TI. CoGoCP(S) 
might not exist...! 
T, might use multiplicities ‘designed to make adding on a group easy’. 
We will explore these questions in a forthcoming paper [2] (where we give an ex- 
ample that CP(S) is indeed ‘not necessarily good enough to put S up at complexity’. 
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